MAGNETIC EXCITATIONS IN THE INTERMEDIATE VALENCE SYSTEM
show" in-figure 1. The bottom graph shows the temperature dependence of the intensity of the transiwhich varies from about 6 meV at 15 K to 3 meV at tion on a scale that is the same as that used in room temperature. The width of the peak is well figure 1. The dotted line+shows the expected tem ++.pin perature dependence if Sm is converted to Sm accounted for by dispersion and spectrometer resoa manner described by the lattice constant interpolution and no intrinsic broadening of the line was lation'
observed. The plot on the bottom of figure 1 shows the intensity of 7~o -7~1 transition plotted against temperature using a scale sucli that the expected temperature behaviour of the cross section calcu1ated.from a mean-field-random-phase-approximation (MF-RPA) given in reference /lo/ is set to unity.
The agreement appears to be satisfactory and we feel that SmS can be understood in a straightforward manner within the (MF-RPA) approximation. in this case appears to be satisfactory.
The measured width of the transition is very broad, on the order of 15 meV. Raman scattering measurements on Sml-xYxS have shown that some broadening occurs in the 7~~-7~1 transition as Y is introduced into SmS Ill/. However, because of the reflectivity changes in the sample, intensity changes with temperature could not be measured accurately. Because some broadening may be due to alloy effects the most we can say from the neutron experiments is that there is an upper bound of about 15 meV in the linewidth from mixed valence effects. This tells us that the fluctuation time for the mixed valence state must be longer than 3 x 10'-l3 s. a value considerably larger than the lower bound given by the photoemission measurements.
One might expect to see strong transitions +++ from the crystal field excitations of the Sm (=H*) configuration. However, the crystal field splitting should be at most about 1 0 meV and if the linewidths are as broad as the 7~o -7~1 transition the (6~y2) configuration would not be well defined.
This is in agreement with the magnetic measurements /5/ which show no indication of a large Curie c o w ponent to the suceptibility.
